Imaging in low light is problematic as sensor noise can dominate imagery, and increasing illumination or aperture size is not always effective or practical. Computational photography offers a promising solution in the form of the light field camera, which by capturing redundant information offers an opportunity for elegant noise rejection. We show that the light field of a Lambertian scene has a 4D hyperfan-shaped frequency-domain region of support at the intersection of a dual-fan and a hypercone. By designing and implementing a filter with appropriately shaped passband we accomplish denoising with a single all-in-focus linear filter. Drawing examples from the Stanford Light Field Archive and images captured using a commercially available lenseletbased plenoptic camera, we demonstrate that the hyperfan outperforms competing methods including synthetic focus, fan-shaped antialiasing filters, and a range of modern nonlinear image and video denoising techniques. We show the hyperfan preserves depth of field, making it a single-step all-in-focus denoising filter suitable for general-purpose light field rendering. We include results for different noise types and levels, over a variety of metrics, and in real-world scenarios. Finally, we show that the hyperfan's performance scales with aperture count.
INTRODUCTION
Many vision applications call for operation in light-or contrast-limited environments, including operation at night, underwater, in smoke or fog, or with short exposure times. In any scenario for which illumination or contrast is limited, sensor noise can dominate imagery and impede visual processing. It is not always possible to ameliorate imagery by increasing illumination: large scenes cannot always be effectively lit, illumination power budgets can be limited, and in turbid (murky) water or foggy air, backscatter can negate any advantage gained by increasing illumination.
Given that increasing illumination is not always practical, modifying the camera to gather more light seems like the next logical approach. Unfortunately, the straightforward steps of increasing aperture size or exposure duration have the evident drawbacks of reducing depth of field or increasing motion blur, respectively. Meanwhile, computational photography is gaining prominence for its ability to offer powerful computational approaches to traditionally physical problems. Light field cameras, in particular, are emerging as a powerful tool for capturing rich scene representations that offer post-capture refocus, increased effective aperture size, and increased depth of field. 
BACKGROUND
Denoising of images is a well-explored topic, and a good review is provided by Wilburn et al. 6 See also Ref. 7 for modern overcomplete dictionary developments, and Refs. 8 and 9 for a singular value decomposition generalization of K-means for learning dictionaries directly from noisy imagery. Because we are dealing with highdimensional imagery, video denoising is also relevant, including recent advances in block matching and filtering. 10 Alternative approaches to low-light and contrast-limited imaging have recently appeared in the realm of computational photography. Levoy et al. 11 demonstrate an active illumination generalization of confocal imaging, allowing effective imaging through turbid media. Turning that idea on its head by varying the position of the camera rather than the illumination source yields the light field-based approach explored in the present work. A similar idea is explored by Bishop and Favaro, 1 employing a variational Bayesian framework to combine light measured across many apertures. Our work differs significantly in its complexity: we present a single linear filter as a means of combining images from across the light field, offering a far simpler and potentially more robust solution.
In other relevant work a dual-fan shaped passband is utilized for linearly filtering light fields.
12 Although its 2D separability makes efficient implementation of the dual-fan possible, we demonstrate that its passband is suboptimal, being significantly outperformed by the more selective hyperfan.
The Light Field
Whereas a conventional camera measures variations in light as a function of direction for rays passing through a single position (aperture), a light field camera encodes variations in light as a function of both direction and position. This is achieved by placing coded masks 2 or lens arrays 3 in the optical path of a conventional camera, or by building a grid of conventional cameras 5 as depicted in Fig. 1a .
The resulting images open a range of new processing possibilities, including featureless or linear methods for traditionally nonlinear, iterative or nondeterministic tasks. A few examples include focus and depth-selective filtering, distractor isolation and visual odometry.
3, 12-15
A convenient way to parameterize the light field is using the four-dimensional local two-plane parameterization (L2PP)
15 depicted in Fig. 1a , in which each of the measured rays is described by its points of intersection with two reference planes: the (x, y) plane given by z = 0, and a "local" (x, y)-centered (u, v) plane which is parallel to the (x, y) plane at a positive separation z = D. A coordinate in this space describes a ray Φ = (x, y, u, v), where (x, y) defines the position of the ray, and (u, v) defines its direction. A light field encoded in the original two-plane parameterization (2PP) 16 contains the same information, and the filter we propose operates with either representation via a straightforward modification of filter parameters.
Similarly, because all 4D light field cameras measure the same form of information, the filters described in the following sections can operate on images measured by any model, requiring at most a reparameterization of the light field or modification of filter parameters. In terms of suitability for low-contrast imaging, we note that an array of conventional cameras offers the unique advantage of scalability: each camera in the array has its own aperture and sensor area, and so adding cameras results in more light being gathered. We also note that lenselet-based light field cameras offer significantly wider apertures for a given depth of field than conventional cameras, with the advantage being proportional to the number of pixels beneath each lenselet. 1, 3, 4 Mask-based cameras attenuate incoming light by virtue of their modulating masks, potentially making them less suitable for low-contrast imaging than other models.
Point-Plane Correspondence and Frequency Planes
As depicted in Fig. 1b , all rays emanating from a point P in a scene are constrained by two simultaneous linear equations
where each equation is similar to parallax motion in a moving camera. 17, 18 The linear relationship in (x, u) describes a hyperplane in 4D space, and by extension a similar hyperplane exists in (y, v). Taken simultaneously these hyperplanes intersect to describe the plane λ, a slice of which is depicted in (x, u) in Fig. 1c .
In a Lambertian scene free of occlusions the observed values emanating from a surface element at P = (P X , P Y , P Z ) will be constant with angle, and so the values on the corresponding light field plane λ will also be of constant value. 18 A scene consisting of surface elements at a single depth will therefore yield a light field of parallel, constant-valued planes with orientation determined by the surface's depth, following (1) . The Fourier transform of such a set of parallel planes is a single plane through the origin 18 -this arises because the light field is constant-valued in two directions parallel to the constant-valued spatial planes. The frequency plane can be described as
Generalizing for a scene containing a range of depths is possible through superposition: a scene comprising surface elements at many depths will exist as a superposition of planes in the light field. This can be seen by allowing P Z in (2) to sweep through a range of depths corresponding to the scene extents,
The nature of the resulting shape is explored in the following section.
We explicitly ignore the effects of occlusion, for which planes in the light field are truncated, and nonLambertian surfaces, for which rays within the plane have different values. Many practical scenes have relatively little energy in these components, and we shall demonstrate that the filters we derive are effective despite their presence.
THE LIGHT FIELD AS A FREQUENCY HYPERFAN
In this section we derive the frequency-domain ROS of a light field, arriving at the conclusion that it is a hyperfan lying at the intersection of a hypercone and a dual-fan. Taking (2) and (3) together, we can write three constraints to describe the frequency-domain ROS of the light field:
The first two constraints (4), (5) describe 2D fan shapes in (Ω x , Ω u ) and (Ω y , Ω v ), respectively. The simultaneous combination of these two constitutes a dual-fan. 12 The third constraint (6), described by Levin et al. 19 in the " K3000" :ÓO000OÓ:' X).o 0 0 0 000 00000 000o00 000000 J0000000' :0000000. Figure 2 . Visualizing the light field frequency-domain ROS as a 2D tiling of 2D slices; (a) the frequency-hypercone (6) constrains slopes in two pairs of dimensions; (b) the dual-fan (4), (5), shown in red, lacks the hypercone constraint; the fully constrained hyperfan, shown in white, is at the intersection of the hypercone and the dual-fan; (c) the rotated hypercone more clearly shows its conic nature context of lens design, forces a plane's slope in (Ω x , Ω u ) to equal its slope in (Ω y , Ω v ). By combining these constraints we will formulate a filter which is significantly more selective than those previously described.
The third constraint alone, which we shall demonstrate describes a hypercone, is depicted in Fig. 2a as a set of (Ω x , Ω u ) tiles in (Ω y , Ω v ). A typical dual-fan ROS is shown in Fig. 2b in red, while the more selective ROS at the intersection of the dual-fan and the hypercone is shown in white. Because this new ROS can be formed by sweeping a plane through 4D space, we denote it a hyperfan.
To see why (6) describes a hypercone, we begin with the standard form
which describes a 4D saddle or hyperbolic cone -this differs from the 4D spherical cone in the sign of the third term. To show equivalence with (6), we transform the coordinate axes by applying rotations of -π/4 in the (Ω x , Ω v ) and (Ω y , Ω u ) planes, yielding
Substituting the rotated coordinates into (7) and simplifying yields the form shown in (6), thus the two forms are rotated views of the same shape. The rotated form of the hypercone (7) is depicted in Fig. 2c .
THE 4D HYPERFAN FILTER
Having described a frequency-domain ROS for the light field, all that remains is to design a filter capable of selectively passing it. In this initial exploration we describe the filter directly in the frequency domain, implementing it by computing the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), multiplying by the filter's magnitude response in the frequency domain, and then computing the inverse DFT.
Because the frequency hyperfan lies at the intersection of a dual-fan and a hypercone as depicted in Fig. 2 , one way forward is to describe each of those passbands and take their product. As we proceed we will evaluate the theoretic selectivity of each passband as the fractional 4D Nyquist hypervolume that it passes, with smaller fractions corresponding to higher selectivity.
Starting with the dual-fan passband, we note that this is itself the product of two 2D fan filters
where each 2D fan is straightforwardly implemented by passing all points within the prescribed angle range θ MIN to θ MAX . The 2D fan filter is explored by Ansari, 20 and the process of selecting θ values for a desired depth range is described in Ref. 12 -note that this process will vary with light field geometry and parameterization.
The fractional 2D area passed by each 2D fan has a lower bound α DF determined by the range [θ MIN , θ MAX ]. We apply Gaussian smoothing to reduce ringing artifacts, surrounding the fan by a tunable bandwidth and increasing the passband area by β DF . Because the same selectivity is applied in (Ω x , Ω u ) and in (Ω y , Ω v ), the fractional volume passed by the 4D dual-fan is given by the square
The ideal hypercone (6) is a 3D manifold, not a 4D volume, and so practical implementation requires surrounding the hypercone by a bandwidth β HC . We propose the filter with magnitude response
where β HC is the 3-dB bandwidth measured as the radius of the hypercone at the origin -this is the radius of the cone in the rotated (R x , R u ) or (R y , R v ) plane. The magnitude of the numerator of the exponential increases with distance from the ideal hypercone shape, and so the filter rolls off in a Gaussian-like manner from the ideal passband. Note that the filter offers no selectivity near the origin, but this is consistent given that the underlying constraint (6) provides no information to do so.
For analysis we begin by ignoring the Gaussian rolloff, approximating the hypercone filter as having constant thickness related to the 3-dB bandwidth β HC through a constant factor κ. Examining Fig. 2a , this implies every (Ω x , Ω u ) slice, with the exception of the origin, will pass a constant fraction of its area. Including the effect of the Gaussian rolloff increases the total admitted volume by another constant factor which we absorb into κ, for a fractional volume passed by the hypercone given by
The hyperfan filter is simply the product of the hypercone and dual-fan
Referring to Fig. 2b , we notice that every nonzero (Ω x , Ω u ) slice of the hyperfan will pass a mean area of κ Gauss β HC , and that α DF + β DF describes the ratio of nonzero slices. The fractional volume passed by the hyperfan filter is therefore the product
Notice the minimum volume passed by the dual-fan is α 2 DF , while the minimum for the hyperfan is zero -i.e. the hyperfan offers direct control, via β HC , of the total signal energy passed, and therefore presents significantly greater selectivity than the equivalent dual-fan filter. Note also that both the dual-fan and hyperfan filters degenerate gracefully to frequency-planar filters as their depth ranges approach zero.
RESULTS

The Data
The Stanford Light Field Archive * is a publicly accessible database suitable for evaluating light field filtering techniques. The twelve light fields we utilize, listed in Table 1 , all contain 17 × 17 aperture positions (x, y). For all results, the Stanford light fields are downsampled to a maximum (u, v) size of 128 × 128 pixels. With the exception of displayed colour images, the results are for monochrome versions of the light fields. When an experiment calls for less than 17 × 17 apertures we discard apertures at the edge of the light field, retaining the central portion -this emulates a camera array, rather than a lens-array or mask-based camera. For consistency across experiments for which aperture counts can vary, metrics report on the central image in (x, y).
As empirical evidence of the frequency-hyperfan ROS of light fields, we computed the DFT of the first six of the twelve Stanford light fields (as listed in Table 1 ), scaled to a common size, and selected the maximum magnitude at each frequency. The result, shown in Fig. 3 , establishes the bounds of the light fields in frequency space: the hyperfan shape is clearly evident. Note that this is true despite the varying light field geometries and the presence of occlusions and non-Lambertian surfaces.
Further qualitative validation of the hyperfan filter is carried out on imagery collected using a commercially available Lytro lenselet-based light field camera. This imagery includes low-light and turbid media examples. The raw lenselet images are decoded to a 9 × 9 array of images, each having 380 × 380 pixels. Image rectification is not carried out, and is left as future work. Compared with the 17 × 17 images of the Stanford light fields, we expect significantly less selectivity. However, there is still a potential 81-fold redundancy in the imagery (actually slightly less due to lenselet vignetting) and so significant noise rejection is possible.
The Methods
We test a range of linear filters on the Stanford light fields, including the three described in this paper: the hyperfan (13), the hypercone (11) and the dual-fan (9). If our earlier assertions are correct, the hyperfan will be the most selective of these, though how the hypercone alone behaves will also prove interesting.
We further test a 4D Gaussian filter as well as a 4D planar Gaussian filter which is the basis for synthetic refocusing of light fields.
3, 4, 18 Dictionary-based image denoising approaches do not exploit the structure of the light field, nevertheless by collapsing the light field into a tiling of images we test the overcomplete discrete cosine transform (DCT) 7 and K-SVD methods. 8, 9 Finally, we test the block-matching and filtering approach V-BM3D 10 by applying it over sequences along the x dimension.
Tuning
The hyperfan has four tunable parameters: the two depth limits and filter rolloff associated with the dual-fan filter, and the bandwidth associated with the hypercone. The optimal values for these depend on the range of depths occupied by the scene, the number of apertures in the light field, the noise level, and the light field parameterization.
If no prior knowledge of scene depth is available, a great deal of selectivity is nevertheless possible, as the valid range of plane angles present in any light field is limited. 19 In the L2PP, for example, all planes must lie within the first and third quadrants in (Ω x , Ω u ) and (Ω y , Ω v ) -i.e. the plane angles are restricted to a ninety degree range. This observation allows the fan limits to be pre-tuned for generic scenes, leaving only the hypercone bandwidth to be tuned. Of course, knowledge of a more selective depth range allows for more aggressive filtering.
For fixed fan angles and selectivity, Fig. 4 demonstrates the dependence of the optimal hypercone bandwidth on input noise level and aperture count. We leave derivation of closed-form expressions for these optima as future work -the following results are for filters tuned to their PSNR-optimal bandwidths and depth limits through exhaustive search.
Evaluation: Stanford Light Fields
Figs. 5 and 6 are typical of the output from each filter -numerical results are the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), assuming the uncorrupted input to be ideal. Fig. 5 introduces additive Gaussian noise to each light field, while Fig. 6 introduces a model of low-light camera noise, including quantization to 32 levels, intensitydependent Poisson noise, additive Gaussian noise (σ = 5% maximum pixel value) and salt & pepper noise (5% density).
Visually, the hyperfan outperforms the other filters in all cases, though this will not always be true: scene elements which violate the underlying assumptions of Lambertian and non-occluding scenes will not generally conform to the hyperfan passband, and so the filter will attenuate those elements. If a scene were dominated by such elements, the filter could perform poorly -note, for example, the severely attenuated crystal ball content in Fig. 6d . These limitations are not always so jarring: the specular highlights on the Lego knights' helmets are mostly retained, for example, while the noise is mostly rejected. Furthermore, some applications can actually benefit from removal of non-Lambertian and occluding energy, for example geometric reconstruction and visual odometry. Fig. 7 shows each method's performance for the "Lego Knights" light field over a range of aperture counts, for a variety of noise types, over a range of input noise levels, and evaluated with a range of metrics. Note that the hyperfan outperforms the others for aperture counts of five or more, and continues to improve significantly with aperture count -note the logarithmic vertical scale -confirming the scalability of the approach.
The metrics depicted in Fig. 7d are normalized to a maximum value of one. These represent the mean result over 21 levels of additive Gaussian noise with σ = 10% to 70% maximum pixel value. The first three metrics are, in order: PSNR, an SVD-based similarity measure, 21 and a structural similarity measure SSIM. 22 The remaining three metrics apply only to linear methods and linear noise, as they rely on separating the filter's treatment of noise and signal: by filtering the original image and the noise alone, the attenuation to each can be evaluated separately. Shown, in order, are the energy remaining when filtering the original image, the edge content of that filtered image measured as the mean magnitude of the first derivative of the image, and the inverse of the energy remaining in the filtered noise signal. Because of normalization, the best performance for all metrics is one.
Inspecting the metric results, the humble Gaussian filter takes on a prominent position in the first three metrics, even taking the lead for the SVD metric. Note, however, that the Gaussian also attenuates the most edge content. All linear methods are similar in passing signal energy, and the dual-fan outperforms the hyperfan in edge content -though it also does a poor job of attenuating noise energy, thus its weak PSNR. The nonlinear methods do well according to the SVD but a visual analysis shows that the artifacts they introduce are jarring to the human visual system. On the whole, the hyperfan attenuates the most noise energy while passing the second-to-best edge content, surpassed in this respect only by the poorly selective dual-fan. The hyperfan also dominates in structural similarity and PSNR, outperformed by its nonlinear counterparts only in the SVD metric.
Drawing on the variety of light fields available in Stanford's archive, Table 1 shows the hyperfan's performance over a range of inputs. Notable is that the output quality is high and consistent despite the varying presence of occlusions, specular reflections and refractions in the light fields -all phenomena which break the assumptions behind the filter. The weakest performance is for "Tarot Coarse", and is attributed to refraction in the scene as seen in Fig. 6d .
Evaluation: Hand-Held Plenoptic Camera Imagery
A qualitative validation was carried out on imagery collected using a Lytro consumer-grade lenselet-based handheld light field camera, as depicted in Fig. 8 . The first row depicts a low-light aquarium scene, and the second a low-light outdoor scene. Inspection of the unfiltered and filtered images shows that the hyperfan filter has significantly attenuated the noise. Note also that the specks of dirt on the side of the aquarium in the top row have been rejected by the depth selectivity of the filter -one of these is indicated by a black arrow in the inset depicting a Silver Dollar fish.
The bottom row of Fig. 8 depicts a checkerboard as imaged through turbid water. Illumination and camera were colocated, resulting in significant backscatter as seen in the leftmost image. The next image has been gain-adjusted, including removal of a low-frequency biasing term caused by backscatter. The biasing term was estimated by low-pass filtering in the u and v dimensions. Notable is the similarity of the adjusted image to a gain-adjusted low-light image. The last two images show the output of the hyperfan filter tuned to two different depth ranges: the first is for a wide depth range including content between the camera and the checkerboard, while the final image is for a narrow filter more closely matching the geometry of this constant-depth scene. In all cases, the noise reduction effected by the hyperfan filter has clearly been significant.
Complexity and Memory
We implement the hyperfan filter in the frequency domain, making the filtering process as simple as a Fourier transform, its inverse, and a per-sample complex multiplication. Computation time for an N -sample light field is therefore constant and straightforwardly of complexity O(N log N ) for the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
We operate on the three colour channels separately, and so the memory requirement is for a single colour channel at a time. Two buffers are required beyond the input light field buffer: the filter magnitude buffer, and a complex buffer to contain the DFT. The input light field comprises 8-bit integers, but for simplicity our implementation operates on single-or double-precision floats. For a colour light field of N samples total, our total additional memory requirement, for double-precision, is
In practical terms, the 128×128×17×17 Stanford light fields shown in our results occupy about N = 14 MBytes, requiring an 8N/3 = 38 MByte double-precision filter and a 16N/3 = 76 MByte complex double-precison DFT buffer, for a total of 8N = 114 MBytes. The single-precision implementation requires half the memory. The top row demonstrates both noise rejection and depth selectivity, with specks of dirt on the side of the aquarium being attenuated based on depth -one such dirt speck is indicated by the black arrow. The bottom row demonstrates how imaging in turbid media is closely related to low-light imaging, with the only difference being that the gain-adjusted image (h) is corrected for a low-frequency biasing term prior to filtering. The final two images differ in their effective depth of field: because the scene is at a single depth, the hyperfan can be tuned to a narrow depth of field to yield more dramatic noise rejection (j).
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have established that the frequency-domain region of support (ROS) of a light field image is a hyperfan at the intersection of a dual-fan and a hypercone. We have designed, implemented and tested a novel filter which selectively passes this ROS. This approach to light field denoising is linear and featureless, operating efficiently and in constant time independent of scene complexity.
We have demonstrated the filter outperforming a range of linear and nonlinear alternatives over a range of conditions including noise type, noise level, aperture count and scene content. Test scenes included examples of occlusion and non-Lambertian surfaces. Results were shown for twelve light fields from the Stanford Light Field Archive, including representative images and quantitative results over a range of metrics. The filter was shown to be effective at removing noise in all cases, generally outperforming the other methods we evaluated including planar, dual-fan, overcomplete DCT, K-SVD and video-based VBR3D methods. We also showed that the hyperfan filter's performance scales with aperture count. Finally, we demonstrated the filter on imagery collected with the Lytro consumer-grade light field camera, including scenes with low-light and turbid (murky) water. In all cases the hyperfan filter was demonstrated to visibly improve image quality.
We see the frequency-domain implementation of the hyperfan as a first step, leaving for future work implementation in the spatial domain and with limited-precision arithmetic, allowing efficient deployment of the technique in a range of scenarios including embedded applications. Automated means of selecting filter parameters would be desirable. Finally, we believe the hyperfan filter could be useful for a range of interesting tasks, including compression and interpolation for rendering.
